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The Law of Contract 4
Jan Smits

4.1 Introduction

Modern society is unthinkable without the possibility to conclude binding contracts.

Not only that contracts allow businesses to trade goods and offer services, but

contracts are also used by citizens to pursue the things they are after, even if they do

not always realize it. Thus, people conclude contracts when they buy products in a

supermarket, rent an apartment, take out insurance, open a bank account, download

software, take up a new job, are treated by their doctor, go to the hairdresser, or

order tickets over the Internet to go to a Lady Gaga concert. The set of rules and

principles that governs these transactions is the law of contract. It governs not only

so-called consumer contracts like those just mentioned but also commercial

contracts. One only needs to browse through a random newspaper to find examples

of the latter. They range from contracts for the sale of goods to franchising and

distribution contracts and also include agreements to create a joint venture, take

over a company, build an airport, or invest in a foreign country.

Contract law is such an integral part of present society that it is almost impossible to

imagine society without it. However, societies without contracts are conceivable in

situations where the State or the community takes care of everything, including the

provision of the necessities of life (such as, in today’s world, food, housing and health

care). In such a society, the need to contract with other people is absent. It is not only

Communism that provides – at least in theory – an example of such a society. A better

example is the type of community that existed in prehistoric times before there was any

division of labor: small groups of nomadic people who shared what they found by

hunting, fishing and gathering had nothing to contract about among themselves or with

other groups.
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Exchange The core of a typical contract is exchange: one party gives something to

another party and receives something in return. This exchange is prompted by the

belief of both parties that they benefit from it: the buyer offers to buy goods because

she values these more than the money she holds in her pocket, whereas the seller

would rather have the money than the goods. Yet while this economic rationale

underlies most contracts, it is not true for all contracts. In particular, in the case of

gratuitous contracts, such as a promise to make a gift, the law can make the promise

enforceable even if only one party will benefit from it.

Questions This chapter presents the main questions that contract law seeks to

answer. These questions are structured in accordance with the chronology of the

contract. The first question is when exactly there is a binding contract: can any

promise to do or to give something (or to abstain from it) be enforced in the courts?

Once we have decided that a contract has been validly concluded and is enforce-

able, another question emerges: what is it exactly that the parties should do as a

result of this? This question may seem superfluous when parties have agreed upon

all their mutual obligations under the contract, but the reality is different: in many

cases, disputes arise about what parties are actually bound to do. Contract law

provides the tools to establish the exact contents of the agreement. If it is clear that

the contract is binding and we know about its contents, yet another question can

arise: what rights does a party have if the other party does not perform? Can a

contracting party then always claim performance of the contract? Can it bring a

claim for damages? Or is it even possible for it to claim termination of the contract,

meaning that the frustrated party no longer has to perform itself? These three

questions on formation, contents, and remedies are discussed in Sects. 4.3–4.5.

They are preceded by Sect. 4.2, which is devoted to an overview of the sources of

contract law, and followed by Sect. 4.6, which offers a brief outlook on the topic.

4.2 Sources of Contract Law

Contract law in the sense mentioned above (as a set of rules and principles that

governs transactions among parties, thereby setting the rights and obligations of these

parties) is made up of a large number of different rules. In this section, a distinction is

made on the basis of the origins of these rules. Such a categorization on the basis of

sources allows us to distinguish between three types of rules relevant to contract

law: rules that are made by the contracting parties themselves, rules that emerge from

the official national, European and supranational sources, and, finally, informal rules

that are made by others (including nonstate organizations and academics).
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4.2.1 Rules Made by the Contracting Parties

Freedom of Contract Compared to many of the other fields of law discussed in

this book, contract law is special in at least one important respect: the question of

what the law is (in the sense of the enforceable rights and obligations of the parties)

can, to a large extent, be decided by the parties themselves. This is because one of

the most important principles in this field is freedom of contract: not only are parties

free to decide whether they want to contract at all and with whom, but they can also

determine the contents of their contract. This means that no one is obliged to enter

into a contract, but if one does, one is bound by it in the same way as if the rules had

been made by the legislature. The French Civil Code of 1804—drafted in the

heyday of the autonomy of the individual citizen—encapsulates this succinctly in

its famous Art. 1134: “Agreements lawfully entered into take the place of the law

for those who have made them.”

General Conditions Contractual rules need not be made for one contract only. In

practice, parties often make use of standardized sets of rules that are suited to their

own interests. So-called general conditions are one very popular type of such

standardized rules. Almost all professional parties (including supermarkets and

retailers) use such conditions for the contracts they conclude with consumers or

other professional parties. The advantages of this are clear: it saves a party from

having to draft contract conditions for every new contract it wants to conclude. This

makes the use of general conditions indispensable in a world as dominated by

efficiency as ours.

4.2.2 Official National, European and Supranational Rules

Default and Mandatory Rules It is clear that, in most cases, party agreement

alone cannot set all rights and obligations under the contract. Often, parties only

discuss those elements of the contract that they consider essential (such as the price

and the time of delivery), but not many other aspects (such as the place of delivery

or what will happen if the other party does not perform the contract). In so far as

such matters are not covered by general conditions, the law should provide

so-called default (or “facilitative”) rules that are automatically applicable if the

parties have not made any other arrangements. It may also happen that parties

would like to contract in a way that is considered contrary to law or morality (such

as hiring someone to steal a painting or—to give a more disputed example—paying

someone to give birth to a baby). In that case, the law must intervene with so-called

mandatory rules that declare such a contract void or at least avoidable by one of the

parties. These facilitative and mandatory laws flow from the “official” national,

European, and supranational sources.

National Rules At the national level, the official contract law is primarily pro-

duced by the legislature and the courts. And despite many differences in detail,
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contract law is arguably the field of law in which we find most commonalities

among the world’s jurisdictions.

In civil law countries, general rules on contract law can be found in civil codes. Thus, the

French Code Civil places contract law in its Third Book on ways to acquire ownership,

whereas the German B€urgerliches Gesetzbuch has general provisions on juridical acts

(Rechtsgesch€afte) in Book 1 and specific rules on contracts in Book 2. This does not mean

that case law is not important: the older the civil code, the more important it is to take

cognizance of the decisions of the highest national court in order to understand contract law

properly. Together with the code, many countries often have more specific statutes in which

contract law can be found (France for example has a separate Consumer Code) and we should

also note that national civil codes have frequently undergone major changes over the years

(such as the German law of obligations that was fundamentally revised in 2002).

In the common law, the starting point is rather the opposite: contract law is to a large

extent laid down in cases decided by courts, but statutes (including the important Sale of

Goods Act 1979 in England) have come to play an increasingly important role in the last

century. Most of these rules created by national legislatures and courts are facilitative and it

is clear why the State should provide these: in most cases, it is impossible for the parties to

imagine all the contingencies that may occur during the lifecycle of the contract and, for

those they do not foresee, they do not want to invest the time and the money to formulate

contractual rules.

European Rules Contract law also flows from European sources. In the last two

decades the European legislature has promulgated almost 20 directives with rele-

vance to contract law, which the Member States have had to implement in their

national legislation. However, unlike national contract law, the European legisla-

ture can only create law in so far as a competence to do so is provided in one of the

European treaties. For contract law, the source of this competence is usually found

in Art. 114 of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union, which allows

the European legislature to adopt measures harmonizing national provisions “which

have as their object the establishment and functioning of the internal market.” The

result is a rather fragmented European contract law: directives only deal with

specific contracts (e.g., package travel, doorstep sales, and consumer sales) and

only with certain aspects of these contracts (e.g., information duties vis-à-vis the

consumer and the possibility to withdraw from the contract).

Supranational Rules A third source of official contract law consists of suprana-

tional rules. The most important international convention in this field (and arguably

in private law as a whole) is the 1980 United Nations Convention on Contracts for

the International Sale of Goods (CISG). The CISG has been ratified in more than

75 countries and contains rules that apply to commercial cross-border transactions.

If the contracting parties reside in a country that has ratified the CISG, these rules

are applicable to the contract unless the parties have explicitly excluded this.

As Germany and the Netherlands are both a party to the CISG, a contract between a German

and a Dutch businessperson is therefore governed by the rules of the convention on,

e.g. formation of contract and remedies.
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4.2.3 Informal Rules

Soft Law As is the case in many other areas of law, contract law is increasingly

influenced by rules that are not officially binding but have the status of soft law.

This soft law can take the form of model rules, which are intended to influence the

setting of norms or deciding of cases by the formal institutions (including the

European and national legislatures and courts), or can be a source of inspiration

for parties having to draft a contract. In addition to these two functions, soft law

rules have come to play an important role in legal research and in teaching the law.

The best-known soft law rules in the field of contracts are the Unidroit Principles of

International Commercial Contracts (UP) of 1994, the Principles of European Contract

Law (PECL) of 1995, and the Draft Common Frame of Reference of European Private Law

(DCFR) of 2009. All three sets can be seen as “restatements” of the law: they aim to

identify commonalities among the jurisdictions they seek to cover and to put these down in

succinct common “principles.” In so far as commonalities were difficult to find, the drafters

made a choice for what they considered to be the “best” rule. Although these sets of rules

are not formally binding, they are often seen as a blueprint for a future legislative

instrument in the form of, e.g., a European Code of Contracts. In the remainder of this

chapter, reference is made in particular to the PECL.

4.3 Formation of a Binding Contract

As long as economic activity consists only of exchanging goods on the spot (as was

the case in early societies), there is no real need to answer the question as to when a

contract is binding. This is different from the moment a party promises to do or to

give something in the future. The law should then provide an answer to the question

whether this promise is enforceable or not (meaning that the promisee can go to

court and force the promisor to, e.g., deliver the good or pay the price). This section

considers when there is a basis for such an enforceable promise: Section 4.3.1 looks

in general into the requirements that the law applies in order to determine whether a

promise is binding, while the subsequent sections consider how the contracting

process usually takes place (4.3.2) and whether any formalities need to be fulfilled

and how the weaker party is protected (4.3.3). The final section pays attention to

what happens if a party breaks off contractual negotiations (4.3.4).

4.3.1 From a Promise to a Binding Contract

No legal system allows all promises to be enforceable. If I promise my fiancée to

take her to dinner tomorrow evening, no sensible person would claim that she can

go to court and force me to feed her. Of the vast majority of promises that we make

in our life, we can say at best that it would be morally wrong not to keep them.

Breaking a promise may also have many negative consequences for the friends that

we keep, for the people we love, and for the reputation we have—but none of this is
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the law’s business. A contrary view would make society unlivable and would flood

the courts with futile cases. This makes it important to ask what the criterion is for

the legal enforceability of promises.

Intention to Be Legally Bound All modern jurisdictions accept that the main

criterion for the enforceability of a promise is the intention of the parties to enter

into a legal relationship. The PECL puts this succinctly in Art. 2:101 s.1 in stating

that a contract is concluded “if the parties intend to be legally bound” and “reach a

sufficient agreement.” This principle is the end result of a long historical process.

It is not self-evident that parties can bind themselves by merely expressing their intention to

be legally bound. In fact this principle was not accepted on the European continent until the

seventeenth century. In Roman times, only specific types of contract were seen as enforce-

able, for example because they were in a certain form, or consisted of the actual handing

over of the good. Roman law also recognized purely “consensual” contracts, but only

in a limited number of cases (including sale of goods and mandate). It was only with

the development of the economy and with the growing influence of natural law in the

seventeenth century that the general principle of all contracts being enforceable on the basis

of consent (pacta sunt servanda) came to be recognized.

English law underwent a similar development; it sought to base the enforcement of

promises on a particular doctrine called consideration. The English courts found such

consideration to be present if a promise met all the requirements for its enforceability. The

requirement still exists today, but as modern English law also adheres to the view that a

contract requires the intention to be legally bound, the separate consideration doctrine has

become much less important – its main role today lies in making gratuitous promises

unenforceable (see below).

It is important to realize that the question whether there is an intention to be

legally bound is a legal question: the law decides when such an intention exists. It is

usually not a problem to “find” this intention in cases where the respective promises

of the parties are more or less of the same value or if the parties are sophisticated

businesspeople who can take care of their own interests. However, the law is much

more reluctant to enforce purely gratuitous promises or promises among family

members or friends, as it finds it much less likely that someone would wish to be

legally bound in these situations. The law, suspicious as it is of altruism, presumes

that a party will only bind itself legally if it is to gain from the transaction.

Gratuitous Promises A purely gratuitous promise, such as the promise to make a

gift, is usually viewed with so much suspicion that most civil law jurisdictions

require this promise to be put in a notarial deed. This forces the donor to think

through his act of benevolence and allows an independent notary (in most countries,

a trained lawyer) to warn the donor of the consequences of his act.

Consideration Under English law, a gratuitous promise is equally unenforceable

but for the reason that it does not have consideration. Consideration requires that

there is a quid pro quo: the promise must be given for a (promise of) counterper-

formance by the other party, and it is clear that a gratuitous promise lacks such

consideration. In the absence of a notary as in the continental model, English law
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therefore requires the donative promise to be put in a deed. This written and signed

document that is attested by witnesses may not offer the same security as a notarial

deed on the continent, but it does make the donor reflect upon his plan to perform an

act of altruism and forces him to put his promise in precise writing.

Unequal Obligations A promise need not be purely gratuitous for it to raise

suspicions about the earnestness of the intention. I can sell my car worth €20,000

for €10, or my neighbor can allowme to live in her house on the sole condition that I

regularly water her plants. These contracts do not require any particular form, but

whether or not they are enforceable depends on how likely it is that the court will

find an intention to be legally bound on the part of the promisor. Decisive is whether

the promisee could reasonably expect from the words and the conduct of the

promisor that the latter intended to be bound, which is probably dependent on

what the reasons for making the promise were and what the consequences would

be for the promisee if the promise were to be held unenforceable. Thus, in the

examples above, if the buyer of my car already sold her own car in reasonable

reliance on my promise or if I immediately gave notice to my landlord after hearing

my neighbor’s generous offer, thereby leaving me without a home if she could

renege on her promise, there are strong arguments to show that there is a binding

contract.

Promises in the Domestic or Social Sphere Another category of cases concerns

promises in the domestic or social sphere. If a father promises his daughter to pay

for her driving lessons if she does not smoke until she is 18 years old, no sensible

lawyer would advise her to take her father to court if he does not keep his promise.

But how about my colleague’s promise to pick me up every working day around

07.00 and “carpool” me to Maastricht? This promise already lies more in the

economic sphere, and it would depend on the exact circumstances of the case to

what extent I could claim, at the very least, compensation for the time it takes me to

find an alternative way of getting to Maastricht.

4.3.2 Offer and Acceptance

We saw in the previous section that the consent of the parties is a necessary

requirement for a binding contract. Lawyers tend to split this consent into two

different elements: an offer by the offeror and the acceptance of this offer by the

offeree. Art. 2:201 s. 1 PECL is a good reflection of the world’s legal systems on

this point:

A proposal amounts to an offer if:

a. it is intended to result in a contract if the other party accepts it, and

b. it contains sufficiently definite terms to form a contract.
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Lawyers usually ask three different questions regarding offer and acceptance:

1. When can a proposal be qualified as an offer?

2. Can the offeror go back on its offer before acceptance by the offeree

(revocation)?

3. At what moment in time does the acceptance of the offer lead to a binding

contract?

4.3.2.1 Offer
The importance of the first question is immediately clear: if a proposal can be

qualified as an offer, it means that a binding contract comes into being upon the

mere acceptance of the offer by the offeree. This is exactly the reason why an offer

can only exist if it reflects the intention to be legally bound and is sufficiently clear

about the contents of the resulting contract.

If Gary sends an email to Caroline in which he offers his car for sale, it needs to define at

least the price and the main characteristics of the car (such as the type, the year in which it

was built, the state it is in, etc.) before it can be seen as an offer that is definite enough –

unless Caroline knows exactly what car and price Gary is referring to because of the

previous contact between themselves. If the offer is not definite enough (“For sale: an

interesting book”), it would at best be an invitation to enter into negotiations about a

contract.

Not all jurisdictions make the distinction between offers and mere invitations to

enter into negotiations in the same way.

An advertisement in a newspaper in which goods are offered for sale would usually not be

seen as a binding offer under English or Polish law, but it would be under French law. The

display of goods in a shop is seen as an offer in French and Swiss law, but as a mere

invitation to treat in English law.

Much more important than what the law in a specific jurisdiction says, however,

is the need to recognize the policy reasons behind it. To consider an advertisement

or display of goods in a shop as an offer means that the seller cannot go back on her

intention. This is clearly in the interest of the prospective buyer, who may have

been tempted to respond to the advertisement or enter the seller’s shop, because of

the attractiveness of the product being offered. He should not be confronted with a

seller who can withdraw her proposal. It would, on the other hand, be unfair on the

seller if she were forced to sell the product to anyone and everyone that is

interested, even if the product is out of stock.

It seems that Art. 2:201 s. 3 PECL fares a middle way between these two interests by

stipulating that a proposal to supply goods or services at stated prices made by a profes-

sional supplier in a public advertisement or a catalogue, or by a display of goods, is

presumed to be an offer to sell or supply at that price until the stock of goods, or the

supplier’s capacity to provide the service, is exhausted.
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4.3.2.2 Revocation
Once it is established that the proposal amounts to an offer, a second question can

arise: can the offeror revoke its offer before acceptance by the offeree? If Catalina

offers her iPhone to William, it would be in her interest to be able to change her

mind at any time and sell it to a higher bidder instead. It would, on the other hand,

create hardship for William if he did not have at least some time to think about

Catalina’s offer and perhaps try to borrow money from a relative or a friend to buy

the gadget. It is by balancing these two interests that each jurisdiction adopts its

own solution.

The German (} 145 BGB) and Dutch (Art. 6:219 BW) Civil Code protect the offeree in

making an offer irrevocable for the period that is fixed in the offer (or for a reasonable

period if no such period is fixed) unless the offer states explicitly that it is freely revocable.

English law adopts the other extreme by allowing an offer to be revoked at all times. As

harsh as this latter position may seem, it is consistent with the English doctrine of

consideration that one cannot be bound if the other party has not done or promised

something in return (see above, Sect. 4.3.2).

French law adopts an intermediate position by allowing the offeror to revoke, but by

holding her liable in tort (Art. 1382 Civil Code) if the offeree has acted in justified reliance

on the offer. The civil law position seems to have been codified as the European model rule

in Art. 2:202 PECL.

4.3.2.3 Acceptance
The third and final question is when the acceptance of an offer leads to a binding

contract. This is a very relevant question in commercial practice: parties need to

know at what moment they are bound to a contract because all kinds of rights and

obligations may follow from this. Art. 2:205 s. 1 PECL aptly reflects the rule that

many jurisdictions accept: “If an acceptance has been dispatched by the offeree the

contract is concluded when the acceptance reaches the offeror.” This rule also

applies to electronic communication, in which case the acceptance is supposed to

have reached the offeree if the message has entered his electronic mailbox.

Awell-known exception to the widely accepted rule of Art. 2:205 s.1 PECL can be found in

English law: in case the acceptance is sent by (regular) mail, the contract is concluded when

the acceptance is dispatched by post. It is clear that this rule benefits the offeree, who can no

longer be confronted with the revocation of an offer once he has put his acceptance in the

mailbox. However, the importance of this “mailbox rule” is rather limited in practice: most

communication in today’s world takes place through email, fax or telephone, significantly

limiting the time between the sending and the arrival of the message. To such instantaneous

communication, the mailbox rule does not apply (as the English Court of Appeal made clear

in 1955 in Entores v. Miles Far East Corp).

4.3.3 Formalities and Protection of the Weaker Party

If the consent of the parties is sufficient for the contract to be binding—as we just

saw—this implies that no other formalities are needed. A fundamental principle of

contract law is therefore not only that contracts are binding but also that they can

come about in any form. It may be that it is often difficult to prove the exact content
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of a contract if it was concluded orally, but there is no doubt that such a contract is

valid as a matter of law. And yet, there are cases in which this is different. In

Sect. 4.3.1, it was seen that gifts often require a (notarial) deed in order to make a

party realize what it is doing and (in civil law) to allow a legal expert to give advice.

Consumer Protection However, in most cases in which formalities exist, it is to

protect a party who is presumed to be weak vis-à-vis the other party. In particular, in

European legislation, we find many rules that aim to protect the “weak” consumer

against the professional seller or provider of services. The formalities cannot only

consist of the need to put the contract in writing (as in the case of consumer credit)

but must also include the need to comply with information duties: the professional

party needs to provide consumers with all kinds of information on the product and

often on their right to withdraw from the contract (as in doorstep selling and

distance sales).

Withdrawal Rights Withdrawal rights allow the cancellation of a contract without

giving any reason: consumers only need to return the good or send the seller a notice of

cancellation within the “cooling off-period” (usually 14 days). This is an important

deviation from traditional contract law, in which the binding force of contracts cannot

in principle be set aside.

Withdrawal rights can for example be found in Directive 2011/83 on consumer

rights (Art. 9), Directive 2008/122 on timeshare (Art. 6) and Directive 2008/48 on

consumer credit (Art. 14). These statutory rights must be distinguished from the

policy of many shops allowing the consumer the possibility to “bring back” the

purchased product within a certain period: no shop is legally obliged to offer this

service to the consumer. But once a seller has given this extra right to the consumer

at the time of sale, it must keep its promise and take back the product.

Incapacity Another device to protect weaker parties is the institution of legal

incapacity. The law considers certain persons to be incapable of entering into a

valid legal transaction at all. In particular, two categories of people are put under

this special protective regime: young children and the mentally ill. The law has to

balance the interests of these weaker parties with those whom they deal with. In

particular, in the case of mentally ill persons, it is not always apparent to the outside

world that a party is not capable of making a rational decision.

If Jack, on his weekly trip to the town close to the mental institution he lives in, buys a new

car, it may not be clear to the local Mercedes dealer that he is dealing with a patient

suffering from a psychiatric disorder. If, on the other hand, a 15-year old buys a copy of

Richard Dawkins’ book The God Delusion to enlighten herself, it should not be possible to

invalidate this transaction, which is clearly in the interest of the incapacitated person.

In balancing the conflicting interests of the incapacitated and the parties with

whom they deal, any legal system takes as a starting point that contracts entered into
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by minors (in most countries, persons under 18 years of age) and by persons

formally incapacitated by a court decision can be invalidated by their legal

representatives (in the case of minors, usually their parents). This does not grossly

violate the interests of the other party: in case of doubt, it can always ask for the ID

card of the minor or check the national register of incapacitated persons.

Many jurisdictions also accept that the contract is valid anyway if it is to the

benefit of the incapacitated person. This may be because someone contracts for

necessities (like food or medicine) or because a minor is contracting for something

that is seen as “normal” for someone of his age. A 10-year old can validly buy

candy, but the seller of a scooter would have a hard time convincing the court that

the parents of this child cannot invalidate the transaction. Rather important in

practice is the fact that the parents may also agree with the minor’s transaction,

in which case the contract cannot be invalidated either.

Next to these more formal devices to protect a weaker party (usually allowing the weaker

party to invalidate the contract), courts can make use of more subtle instruments to remedy

information asymmetries among the parties or simply not allow a party to invoke a

contractual clause for reasons of procedural or substantive injustice (see Sect. 4.4.2).

4.3.4 Precontractual Liability

The principle of binding force of contract suggests that a party is only bound

towards the other party once the contract is concluded. This suggestion is wrong.

Even during negotiations, a party might justifiably rely on the conclusion of the

contract but be subsequently disappointed in this reliance because the other party

breaks off the negotiations. In these situations, some jurisdictions allow this party to

ask for compensation of the costs that have been incurred.

In particular civil law courts are prone to argue that such a precontractual liability can be

based on the general principle of fairness and reasonableness (cf. Art. 6:2 Dutch Civil

Code), on a specific liability for fault in contracting (cf. the German culpa in contrahendo,

codified in } 311 II BGB), or simply on delict in general (cf. Art. 1382 French Civil Code).

The underlying idea of such a liability is that negotiating parties have to take into account

each other’s interests because they would form, as it was once put by the French author

Demogue, “un sorte de microcosme: c’est une petite société o�u chacun doit travailler pour

un but commun qui est la somme des buts individuels poursuivis par chacun (. . .)”. If Jaap

from Maastricht enters into lengthy negotiations with Mark from Chicago and Jaap decides

to travel repeatedly to the Chicago O’Hare Airport Hilton to discuss the deal, while Mark

already knows he will sell to somebody else, this is not the type of conduct that most

jurisdictions encourage. If Jaap can prove Mark’s dishonest behavior, he would be able to

claim back his travel costs from Mark.

In a more liberal – and perhaps economically more viable – legal system, the point of no

return in contracting does not come to pass until the contract is actually formed. This is the
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position of English law. In the famous case ofWalford v. Miles (1992), the House of Lords

held per Lord Ackner that “(. . .) the concept of a duty to carry on negotiations in good faith

is inherently repugnant to the adversarial position of the parties when involved in

negotiations. Each party to the negotiations is entitled to pursue his (or her) own interest

(. . .). A duty to negotiate in good faith is as unworkable in practice as it is inherently

inconsistent with the position of the negotiating parties. (. . .)”.

4.4 The Contents of the Contract

Once the contract is validly concluded, the second stage of its life begins: the parties

have to perform in conformity with what they promised. Fortunately, this does not

pose a problem in the great majority of cases, and the parties doing what they should

do will then automatically lead to the extinction of the respective obligations.

However, the law also needs to provide rules for those cases in which problems

do arise. It can be that the parties are in disagreement about what they actually

agreed upon (Sect. 4.4.1) or that a party refuses to perform because of the manifest

“unfairness” of one or more of the contract terms (Sect. 4.4.2). A third problem

arises when the contents of the contract are considered as illegal or immoral by the

state (Sect. 4.4.3).

4.4.1 Interpretation

The law shares with literature and theology the characteristic that it is an interpre-

tative discipline: legislative statutes, governmental decisions, treaties, and written

contracts may be unclear and therefore have to be interpreted. In contract law, this

interpretation often takes place implicitly, even without the parties realizing it.

However, it may also happen that parties differ explicitly about what they actually

agreed upon. If Newcom Ltd agrees that its customer Agri Gmbh is allowed to

“give back” the machine it purchased within 3 months after delivery, it could well

be that Newcom intended Agri to be allowed to terminate the contract only in the

event of a defect with the machine, while Agri understood the term as allowing it to

simply end the contract at its own will. This raises the question of how the contract

should be interpreted.

Interpretation of contracts can take place starting from two fundamentally

different positions. One view is to give preference to the intention of the promisor:

since the words she used are only the expression of her intention, it is the intention

that should prevail. The opposite view is to give priority to the declaration and

therefore to the external expression of the intention, this being the only thing that is

apparent to the other party.

The tension between giving priority to the party’s (subjective) intention and to its (objec-

tive) declaration is clearly visible in the great codifications of private law. Art. 1156 of the

French Civil Code requires the court to find the “common intention of the parties”, but it

also considers that unclear terms should be interpreted according to the meaning of the
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contract and usage (Arts. 1158–1160). }133 BGB states as the aim of interpretation “to

discern the real intention”, but continues in }157 BGB with the rule that interpretation

should take place “in accordance with fairness and reasonableness as understood in good

commercial practice”.

Reasonable Person All Euro‘pean jurisdictions adopt a compromise between

attaching importance to intention and declaration. As a general principle, interpre-

tation is aimed at ascertaining the meaning that the text would convey to a

reasonable person having all the knowledge that would reasonably have been

available to the parties in the situation in which they were at the time of the

contract. The contract is thus interpreted in the way in which a reasonable person

would understand it.

Civil law and common law reach this result from two different perspectives. In civil law

countries, the subjective intention of the parties is the starting point: in case of a dispute the

meaning that a reasonable man in the position of the party would give to this intention is

decisive. In English law, it is rather the objective meaning of the words of the contract that

is given preference, although this is also mitigated by what is reasonable. This is reflected in

Art. 5:101 PECL:

“(1) A contract is to be interpreted according to the common intention of the parties even if

this differs from the literal meaning of the words.

(2) If it is established that one party intended the contract to have a particular meaning, and

at the time of the conclusion of the contract the other party could not have been unaware

of the first party’s intention, the contract is to be interpreted in the way intended by the

first party.

(3) If an intention cannot be established according to (1) or (2), the contract is to be

interpreted according to the meaning that reasonable persons of the same kind as the

parties would give to it in the same circumstances.”

4.4.2 Unfairness of Contract Terms

Fairness and Reasonableness An eternal question of contract law is whether only

“fair” contracts should be enforced. Until well into the nineteenth century, an

important strand of thought was that without some equivalence among the perfor-

mance and counterperformance, a contract of sale would not be valid. Indeed, this

prohibition of laesio enormis can still be found in various European codifications,

including Art. 934 of the Austrian Allgemeines Bürgerliches Gesetzbuch (ABGB)

of 1812, allowing a party to invalidate a sale for less than half of the value if it did

not explicitly agree with it at the time of conclusion of the contract. This means that

if a party did not know the true value of the good, it is allowed to ask for the

good back.

Procedural Unfairness Contract law is impregnated with devices that aim to

avoid so-called procedural unfairness. Such unfairness exists if a party is not able

to form its will in a manner that is sufficiently free. If Amy holds Clint at gunpoint

while telling him to sign a document, every jurisdiction would allow Clint to
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invalidate the contract for threat (cf. Art. 4:108 PECL). And if a 4-year-old were to

buy a Roman artifact from the online store of an Amsterdam antique dealer, his

parents could invalidate the contract for incapacity (see Sect. 4.3.3).

Threat and Incapacity Threat and incapacity lead to an avoidable contract

because the law presumes that the will of a party could not be formed in the right

way. Other applications of such procedural fairness are fraud and mistake. In the

case of the latter, a party contracts under an incorrect assumption: it can be under

the impression that it buys a second-hand car in excellent shape, although it is in

reality a death trap. While it is clear that this affects the proper formation of the

party’s intention to buy, it is less clear what this should lead to. The law has to find a

balance between the duty of the buyer to investigate for himself what shape the car

is in and the duty of the seller to inform the prospective buyer about possible

defects. Each jurisdiction balances these interests in a different way.

General Conditions It was already noted (in Sect. 4.2) that many professional

parties make use of general conditions. This poses a problem for the fairness of

consumer contracts in particular. In practice, consumers that are confronted with

these standard contracts cannot influence their contents (assuming they are able to

understand them at all) and have to decide either to accept the general conditions or

to not enter into the contract at all. Here, too, it is possible for the law to intervene

on the basis of deficiencies in the formation of the contract, holding that—as Lord

Bingham stated in the English decision of Director General of Fair Trading v. First

National Bank (2001) in a case about consumer credit—the contract terms “should

be expressed fully, clearly and legibly, containing no concealed pitfalls or traps.

(. . .) Fair dealing requires that a supplier should not (. . .) take advantage of the

consumer’s necessity, indigence, lack of experience, unfamiliarity with the subject

matter of the contract, weak bargaining position (. . .).”

However, practice shows that safeguarding procedural fairness may not be

enough, particularly in the case of standard form contracts. Preceded by statutes

in many individual Member States, the European legislature therefore issued

Directive 93/13 on unfair terms in consumer contracts, allowing courts to hold a

standard clause in a contract invalid “if, contrary to the requirement of good faith, it

causes a significant imbalance in the parties’ rights and obligations under the

contract.” This test of substantive fairness invites the court to consider the actual

contents of the contract, even if its formation did meet the necessary standard.

While testing the substantive fairness of general conditions is now daily practice in the

national courts of the European Union, this is different for the part of the agreement that the

parties explicitly discussed. If Rafael is unequivocally clear about his intention to sell his

Ferrari to Roger for only a tenth of its actual value but subsequently realizes that he has

entered into a disadvantageous agreement, he cannot go back on his promise arguing that

this contract is manifestly unjust.

The notion of good faith (fairness and reasonableness) referred to in Directive

93/13 is well known in civil law countries, even to such an extent that it is often
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seen as a principle that permeates the entire law of contract or is even, as was once

remarked, the “queen of rules.” The English judge Lord Bingham excels in describ-

ing the principle:

“In many civil law systems, and perhaps in most legal systems outside the common law

world, the law of obligations recognizes and enforces an overriding principle that in making

and carrying out contracts parties should act in good faith. This does not simply mean that

they should not deceive each other, a principle which any legal system must recognize; its

effect is perhaps most aptly conveyed by such metaphorical colloquialisms as ‘playing

fair’, ‘coming clean’ or ‘putting one’s cards face upwards on the table.’ It is in essence a

principle of fair and open dealing (. . .).”

This fair and open dealing implies that parties have to take into account each other’s

legitimate interests, not only in interpreting the contract (which should take place in a

reasonable way: see Sect. 4.4.1), but also in supplementing the party agreement with duties

to give information to, and cooperate with, the other party. In countries like Germany (}

242 BGB) and the Netherlands (Art. 6:248 s. 2 BW), the principle is even used to limit the

exercise of contractual rights, namely where it would be grossly unfair to invoke a

contractual provision.

4.4.3 Prohibited Contracts

Despite the prevalence of the principle of freedom of contract, parties are not free to

enter into any contract whatever its contents. Every legal system places limits on

the freedom of contracting parties by declaring contracts void if they are contrary to

law, public order, or morality. If Marjolein were to sell nuclear arms to a terrorist

group or if Jens were to agree to act as a hired assassin in return for a sum of money

wired to his Swiss bank account, not many would doubt that these contracts

interfere with the public interest and should not be enforced. The same is true for

agreements among companies to divide the market among themselves and to refrain

from competition.

Other cases, however, give rise to more doubt. One problematic category of

cases is where it is not necessarily apparent to the other party that the contract is

concluded to engage in an illegal activity.

If I were to buy a knife in a nearby supermarket with the aim of killing my neighbor, it is not

likely that I will tell the seller about this motive. But if the other party should reasonably

know about my intentions, one can argue that this contract should be void as well.

Another type of case is where sensible persons would doubt the extent to which

the contract violates public order or morality. This is, in particular, problematic if

one would like to base one’s decision on a notion of shared European values, as Art.

15:101 PECL suggests. This provision states that “A contract is of no effect to the

extent that it is contrary to principles recognized as fundamental in the laws of the

Member States of the European Union.”
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If Xaviera borrows money to set up a brothel, it is not likely that all European countries

share one view on the validity of this contract.

But even within one country, views can differ on what should be recognized as

fundamental.

Does it violate human dignity if Manuel, who is 25 years old and 114 cm tall, is employed

in a discotheque by allowing himself to be thrown short distances onto an airbed by clients

(so-called “dwarf-tossing”)? This is a question of balancing the personal freedom of

Manuel to work in the way he chooses with the responsibility of the State to guard people

against themselves. The court may have a difficult job in deciding what national public

morality has to say in this respect.

4.5 Remedies of the Parties

If the contract is validly concluded (Sect. 4.3) and if it is clear what the (valid)

contents of the contract are (Sect. 4.4), a third question arises: what if the other

party does not perform the contract? This nonperformance could be because the

other party is not performing at all, is performing too late (delay), or is performing

in the wrong way (defective performance). Every jurisdiction has an elaborate set of

rules on the remedies that a party can claim in the event of such a breach of contract.

These include the action for performance (Sect. 4.5.1), for damages (Sect. 4.5.2),

and for termination of the contract (Sect. 4.5.3).

4.5.1 Performance

4.5.1.1 Civil Law Approach
It seems to follow from the principle of the binding force of contract that if a party

does not perform, it can be forced to do so by a court of law. This is indeed the

position of all civil law jurisdictions. In countries like Germany, France, and

Poland, the claim for performance is seen as the natural remedy that follows

automatically from the fact that a valid contract exists. And if a party does not

abide by the court decision to perform, it can be forced to do so by an official

(Gerichtsvollzieher, huissier, deurwaarder or bailiff) who would take the goods or

the money from the defaulting party and give it to the creditor.

However, this main rule cannot always be applied. If the computer that Sarah

sold to Lena is stolen from Sarah before delivery is due, it does not make much

sense for Lena to claim performance. Such a case of objective impossibility also

exists if performance is only useful if it takes place before a fixed date. If Christa is

to marry on 8 August, it would be futile to claim performance from the manufac-

turer of the wedding dress on any later date.

In addition to these cases of objective impossibility, it can happen that perfor-

mance is still possible but would cause the debtor unreasonable effort or expense.

No reasonable person would require the seller of a ring who accidentally dropped it
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in the river Meuse to dig it up, even though this would technically be possible at the

expense of a large sum of money.

A final situation in which a claim cannot be brought is where performance

requires specific personal qualities of the debtor, or as Art. 9:102 PECL states:

“the performance consists in the provision of services or work of a personal

character or depends on a personal relationship.” A music company cannot force

Coldplay to make a record to the best of its artistic ability, and the organizers of the

Zurich Grand Prix cannot make an athlete run. This does not mean that contracts

with artists or sportspeople do not contain provisions to this effect, but they only

allow the other party to bring a claim for damages or termination in case of breach

of the contract.

It is clear why a court in these cases would not allow a claim for performance: not only

would this turn the debtor into some sort of slave, but it is also difficult to believe that an

unwilling debtor will in fact perform to the best of its abilities when being forced to do so.

4.5.1.2 Common Law Approach
Although the general availability of the claim for performance seems logical in

view of the aim of the contract (to hold a party to its promise), common law adopts a

different standpoint. Under English law, the normal action is for damages, so-called

specific performance being the exception. There is a lot to say about the exact

reasons for this radically different position, but in essence it finds its origins in an

alternative view of the contract itself. This view is perhaps best expressed by the

famous American judge and jurist Oliver Wendell Holmes, who wrote in 1881 that

“. . . the only universal consequence of a legally binding promise is that the law

makes the promisor pay damages if the promised act does not come to pass. In every

case it leaves him free (. . .) to break his contract if he chooses.” This is a view of

contract, not as a moral conception but as an economic device: people conclude

contracts to increase their welfare, and if the debtor prefers to bring the other party

in the financial position in which it would have been had the contract been properly

performed, this is just as good.

However, English law does recognize that this so-called specific performance

should be available in certain situations. This is why, in equity, it has long been

recognized that if damages are “inadequate,” the court can grant a claim for

performance. In particular, in the case of contracts concerning specific goods

(such as land, works of art, or other objects having unique qualities), the court

allows the creditor to force the other party to perform in specie.

Generic Goods The difference between civil law and common law is best visible

in the case of sale of so-called generic goods. These are goods that are readily

available on the market, including bulk products such as (to name but a few)

potatoes, bananas, water, oil, steel and plastics. In German, Italian or Dutch law,

it is beyond doubt that the buyer of such goods can claim delivery from the seller. In
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English law, however, the buyer has to satisfy itself with a claim for damages as

these goods are not unique and can easily be found elsewhere. Art. 9:102 PECL also

adheres to this view (cf. Art. III.3:302 DCFR).

This age-old difference between civil law and common law in the field of

performance has considerably diminished as a result of European Directive 1999/

44 on consumer sales. If a professional seller delivers goods to a consumer that are

not in conformity with the contract, the consumer can require the seller to have the

goods brought into conformity by repair or replacement.

4.5.2 Damages for Nonperformance

If performance of the contract does not take place at all, or is too late or defective,

the creditor may have the possibility to claim damages for nonperformance of the

contract. This is in line with the principle that an aggrieved party should be brought

as much as possible in the position in which it would have been if the contract had

been properly performed.

Common Law Approach There are two ways to reason about the availability of

this claim. The first is to hold the nonperforming party liable simply because it did

not perform. In this view, it does not matter whether the party was at fault or not: the

mere fact of nonperformance gives rise to liability in damages. This is the position

of common law, well captured in the English case of Nicolene Ltd v. Simmonds

(1952): “It does not matter whether the failure to fulfil the contract by the seller is

because he is indifferent or wilfully negligent or just unfortunate. It does not matter

what the reason is. What matters is the fact of performance. Has he performed or

not?” Even if the IT company could not help it that the network was down for more

than a day, it still needs to compensate its customers.

Civil Law Approach The other way of reasoning is to allow a claim for damages

only if the party in breach was at fault or can at least be held responsible for the

nonperformance. This is the position of civil law jurisdictions. Thus, Art. 1148 of

the French Civil Code states that no damages are due when the person who is to

perform was prevented from doing so by an irresistible force ( force majeure). This

means, in most cases, that a party is freed from any liability if it can prove that it

used its best efforts in performing the contract.

Despite these different mentalities of common law and civil law, both legal

traditions come close in the practical results that they reach. If the Rolling Stones

hired Wembley stadium for a series of three concerts and the stadium were set on

fire by Manchester United supporters before the first concert took place, the rock

group could not claim any damages because an English court would construe a

so-called implied condition, according to which the parties are excused in case

performance becomes impossible through no fault of their own (cf. Taylor

v. Caldwell, 1863). Many civil law jurisdictions make use of a similar fiction, but
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then to hold the debtor liable even though there was no fault on its part. They can do

this by implying that the seller has given a guarantee that the goods it sold are fit for

its purpose.

4.5.3 Termination for Nonperformance

If a party claims damages instead of performance, it still has to perform its own

obligations. However, this may not be what a party wants. It can happen that it loses

all confidence in its counterpart and simply wants to get rid of the contract, meaning

that it is no longer bound to it, and if it already performed, it is allowed to give back

the good or ask for the money back. The action for termination allows this, but it is

clear that this action cannot be used lightheartedly in view of the interest of the

nonperforming party in upholding the contract. If the bell is missing on the bike that

Bart buys from Herman, this does not usually justify termination because the breach

is not serious enough (although it would be possible for Bart to claim performance

of the contract or damages). This is why legal systems only allow termination in

respect of breaches that are sufficiently serious. The test for this is different in each

jurisdiction. While English law holds that the breached contract term must be

“essential,” German law only allows termination in case of nonperformance of a

Hauptpflicht (main obligation) or after a so-called grace period was given to the

debtor within which it could still perform but did not. The CISG and PECL require a

so-called fundamental nonperformance.
Art. 8:103 PECL gives the following definition of fundamental non-performance:

“A non-performance of an obligation is fundamental to the contract if:

strict compliance with the obligation is of the essence of the contract; or

the non-performance substantially deprives the aggrieved party of what it was entitled to

expect under the contract, unless the other party did not foresee and could not reasonably

have foreseen that result; or

the non-performance is intentional and gives the aggrieved party reason to believe that it

cannot rely on the other party’s future performance.”

4.6 Outlook

It was seen in the above that the three main questions in contract law receive

different answers depending on the jurisdiction one looks at. One cannot say that

one solution is necessarily better than the other. What is important, however, is to

recognize that the different outcomes are usually based on underlying assumptions

about the aim of contract law. At the risk of generalizing too broadly, one can say

that English contract law seems more geared towards the interests of like-minded

commercial parties, while civil law jurisdictions tend to attach high value to

remedying an unequal position among the contracting parties. Both legal traditions

thus offer alternative views of how to shape contract law.

Contract law cannot be separated from other fields of private law. In the civil law

tradition, it is intrinsically linked to the fields of tort law and property law. Both

contract law and tort law can give rise to so-called obligations, a legal term
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indicating a (usually) enforceable duty of one person vis-à-vis another person or

several other persons. While in case of a contract an obligation arises voluntarily

because a party intends to be legally bound, in case of a tort the obligation is

imposed upon a person independent of its intention, usually because the law wants

to attach consequences to wrongful behavior. This distinction between voluntary

and nonvoluntary obligations is as old as the civil law tradition itself: it was already

set out as the summa divisio in a textbook for law students written by the Roman

jurist Gaius in AD 160.

Property law deals, inter alia, with the consequences the performance of

obligations may have for proprietary rights. The transfer of property or the creation

of a real right (such as a mortgage; elsewhere in this book the term “lesser property

rights” is used) is invariably accompanied by a contract in which the parties agree to

transfer a good or create the mortgage. As a result, the sale of goods is said to have

both contractual and proprietary aspects. It is contractual in that it obliges the

parties to perform an obligation, i.e. for the buyer to pay a price and for the seller

to deliver the good. The sale also has a proprietary aspect because it will lead to the

transfer of property in the good, either because the property passes with the contract

itself (as in France and Belgium) or because the seller’s obligation to deliver the

good is performed, leading to the actual delivery of the good (as in the Netherlands).

On a final note, it is important to emphasize that a particular characteristic of

contract law is that it can often be subject to the choice of the parties: thus,

commercial parties located in different countries can choose the national contract

law of their liking to govern a contract, even if this is the law of a third country. This

turns the availability of different approaches towards contract law into an enormous

asset for the European Union: it allows parties to opt in to another legal system. This

has not gone unnoticed by the European Commission and Parliament, which are

now actively pursuing the idea of adding a 29th European system of contract law to

the existing 28 national jurisdictions. Such an optional instrument would add to the

choices that parties already have today and would also have the advantage that it

could be made available in all official languages of the European Union.
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Property Law 5
Bram Akkermans

5.1 Property Rights and Property Law

Rights play an important role in private law. The owner of a car who has been

damaged unlawfully by someone else has a right against the tortfeasor to be

compensated (see Chap. 6 on Tort Law). The seller of a car has the right against

the buyer of the car to be paid the price for which the car was sold (see Chap. 4 on

the Law of Contracts). And, finally, the owner of a car has a right to the car itself.

This last right differs from the former two. It is not a right against a particular

person such as the tortfeasor or the contract partner; it is a right on a tangible object,

namely the car.

5.1.1 Property Rights

Absolute and Relative Rights Rights against a particular person are called per-

sonal rights or relative rights. Rights that are not against a particular person are

called absolute rights. These absolute rights always pertain to “something,” and this

“something” is called the object of the right. The objects of rights may be tangible,

such as land, buildings, cars, and books. They may also be intangible, such as

trademarks, intellectual property (including copyrights and patents), shares, and

claims. Absolute rights in private law are called property rights, and property law is

the branch of private law that governs these property rights. See Fig. 5.1.

Effects Erga Omnes Strictly speaking, property rights are not directed at any

particular person, but because they pertain to an object, they have effect erga
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